
Smarteeva Recall Management provides end to end Recall Management 
functionality.  Our next-gen Recall Management solution delivers fast 
notification generation and approvals, as well as intelligent follow up forms and 
process tracking with the exclusive recall management portal.  

SMARTEEVA RECALL MANAGEMENT

Recall Management - a Natural addition to Smarteeva’s intelligent platform

Recall Management (RM)
Smarteeva’s customers are able to 

quickly and strategically deliver 
notice generations and approvals, 

as well as leverage intelligent 
follow up forms and process 

tracking to ensure a total 
complete feedback loop

Smarteeva Platform
Built on the first intelligence cloud 

based software that provides 
solutions in support of the Device 
Relationship Management (DRM) 

lifecycle. DRM software enables the 
monitoring, managing, and servicing 

of medical devices. 

Medical Device Recalls have become more frequent and complex 
over the years. Its time to have a system that will remove the 

burden and Risks across your organization, Customers, 
distributors and affiliates.



Smateeva Recall Management
A closer look at features and benefits

CAPAs ◦ Complaints ◦ Notification ◦ Disposition
Service ◦ Communication ◦ Monitoring 

▪️ Intelligent design
▪️ AI Ready 
▪️ Centralized Notification Management 
▪️ Digital Portal and paper based 

feedback collection
▪️ Configurable Content Creation
▪️ Intelligent/Decision Tree Feedback 

Collection

Benefits

Features
▪️ Smart Layout design with Error 

prevention
▪️ Automated actionable scheduling & 

notifications to Customers, distributors 
and affiliates

▪️ Part 11 Compliance
▪️ e-Signature

▪️ Centralize and manage all recall processes and steps in one location accessed across all 
employees and affiliates.  System updates and improvements are implemented in real 
time.

▪️ Smarteeva users can access Smarteeva RM anywhere on any device.

▪️ Detailed Dashboards and Reports to get a clear view of Notification/Recall Status

▪️ Built completely on the Salesforce.com Platform and easily integrated with other 
applications

▪️ Easily integrated with CAPA, Customer Service, Complaints and Logistics/ERP systems

▪️ Maximize adherence to company processes and reduce costly lag in data collection

▪️ Smarteeva offers lower up-front implementation costs and more predictable spending.

▪️ Eliminates the need for costly upgrades and maintenance with no new hardware.

▪️ This lightweight, web-accessed solution accelerates deployment, with minimal burden 
on your IT department.

▪️ Smarteeva is built on a user-friendly platform and it takes less time to train your staff.

▪️ Each release includes a Validation Package with all of the supporting documentation.

From Corrective Action to Notification to Disposition to Field Action to 
Removal, Smarteeva RM has you covered.  Reduce Risk and increase your 
teams efficiency and accountability with even the most complex global recalls.


